
Introducing the Metropolitan Professionals.
A powerful new approach to home cleaning. 

ow, Metropolitan has created the all-new Total 
Performance Cleaning Systems for today’s demanding
consumers. They combine classic Retro design with
professional high-tech efficiency in a sleek, stainless
steel/chrome vacuum. With models up to 4.0 Peak HP

and quadruple HEPA filtration, the Metropolitan line
provides industrial cleaning power with purer air. 
The results are incredible. They clean a home like a 
professional in almost no time at all. Custom crafted
and quality designed, they’re built to last a lifetime.
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Classic Retro design. Stainless Steel/Chrome construction. 
Commercial quality. Industrial power. Quadruple HEPA filtration system.

New from Metropolitan...The Professionals.
Classic Retro design. Stainless Steel/Chrome construction. 

Commercial quality. Industrial power. Quadruple HEPA filtration system.

MODEL ADM 4PNHSF

MODEL OV-4BCSF

MODEL VM-4BS

1. A disposable paper bag
2. Cloth filter bag

3. Charcoal Foam filter
4. HEPA certified long life filter 

The Professionals with HEPA filter provide four stages of filtration 
for a dust/allergen free environment.

Exclusive
5-year motor warranty 

on all models.

Top-of-the-line total performance cleaning system for the home.
4.0 Peak HP and quadruple HEPA filtration system provide 
industrial cleaning power reducing cleaning time. 

METROPOLITAN FULL-SIZE CANISTER VACUUM

The only Stainless Steel High Performance Hand Vac. 

METROPOLITAN STAINLESS STEEL HAND VAC

Portability and industrial power with 4.0 Peak HP 

and quadruple HEPA filtration system.

METROPOLITAN COMPACT CANISTER VACUUM

The new Metropolitan full-size canister vac offers professional cleaning results
without hiring a professional. A powerful 4.0 Peak HP, twin fan motor, designed for
super suction, saves time and provides more power than vacuums selling at twice
the price. An electric motor-driven power nozzle gets out hidden dirt and grit while 
a quadruple HEPA filtration system traps  99.97% of all airborne allergens, dust and
animal dander for cleaner, germ-free air.
Features: Durable Stainless Steel/Chrome power canister, 4.0 Peak HP Twin Fan motor, quadruple
HEPA filtration, convenient cord storage halo, 4 wheels for ease and stability, 13 AMPS, 95” water 
lift suction power, 130CFM, 1560 watts.

MODEL ADM-4SF (Not shown) Ideal for area rugs and bare floors.
Same as the above, without the electric powerhead. Includes: 7-ft flexible hose, two 20” Chrome/
Steel extension wands, euro-style combo floor/rug tool, crevice tool, fabric tool, dust brush, three 
disposable bags, two charcoal foam filters. 11.25 amps, 1350 watts.

Tackle tough jobs like a professional with this sleek Retro Stainless Steel/Chrome
heavy-duty cleaning system that weighs a surprising 9 pounds. It’s light enough to be
carried over the shoulder,  or it can be rolled along on its smooth gliding wheels and
swivel casters. It provides the superior suction of a larger, more expensive vac. A
swivel, euro-style, combo carpet/floor/wall tool makes it s easy to get  into corners 
and under furniture. Powerizer,TM Air Maximizer sweeps leaves, walkways, even
garages, inflates inflatables, too. A space-saver, it stores horizontally or vertically. 

Features: Durable Stainless Steel/Chrome compact canister, 4.0 Peak HP Twin Fan  motor, quadruple 
HEPA filtration, 11.25 AMPS, 1350 watts, 95” water lift suction power, 130CFM.

MODEL OV-4PNHSF (Not shown) 2-speed 4.0 Peak Horsepower motor in a 
lightweight  compact canister vacuum with an electric power nozzle assembly.
Includes: 7-ft power conductive flexible hose, two locking 20”extension wands, fabric tool, crevice tool, dust
brush, inflator adapter, Powerizer,TMAir Maximizer, 3 disposable bags, shoulder strap, 13 AMPS and 1560 watts.

The durable Metropolitan Hand Vac is ideal for quick clean-ups around the home,
office, studio, workshop, car interiors, R.Vs — even  boats. Easy to use, easy to
carry...it weighs less than 3 lbs. Comes with a Pik-all nozzle, dust brush and crevice
tool for thorough cleaning in hard-to-reach places.
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A Division of Metropolitan Vacuum Cleaner Co., Inc. • One Ramapo Ave., P.O. Box 149, Suffern, NY 10901

Call Toll free: 1-800-822-1602 • NY State: 845-357-1600 • Fax 845-357-1640 
www.metrovacworld.com

Model ADM 4PNHSF Includes: 7-ft power conductive flexible hose, 
4 chrome/steel extension wands (2 with locks), heavy-duty electric 
power nozzle, floor/wall brush, dust brush, crevice tool, fabric tool, 
three disposable bags and two charcoal foam filters.

MODEL OV-4BCSF Includes: 6.5-ft flexible hose, two 20” extension wands, euro-style
combo carpet/floor/wall tool, fabric tool, crevice tool, dust brush, inflator adapter,
Powerizer,TM Air Maximizer, shoulder strap.

Turbo head brush
(opt.)For upholstery, 
stairs, car interiors.

Model VM-4BS 110V plugs into standard household electric outlet.
Model AM-4BS plugs into car cigarette lighter.

220 Volt Models Available
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